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Summary. In this discursive paper we discuss compositionality of (i) simple entities, (ii) operations, (iii) events and (iv) behaviours. These four concepts, (i)–(iv),
together define a concept of entities. We view entities as “things” characterised by
properties. We shall review some such properties. Mereology, the study of partwhole relations is then applied to a study of composite entities. We then speculate
on compositionality of simple entities, operations, events and behaviours in the light
of their mereologies. entities. We end the paper with some speculations on the rôle
of Galois connections in the study of compositionality and domain mereology.

1 A Prologue Example
We begin with an example: an informal and formal description of fragments
of a domain of transportation. The purpose of such an example is to attach
this example to our discussion of entities, and to enlarge the example with
further examples to support this discussion of entities, and hence of mereology
and ontology. The formalisation of the example narratives is expressed in the
RAISE Speciﬁcation Language, RSL [30, 32, 6, 7, 8, 31, 29, 13] — but could as
well have been expressed in Alloy, ASM, Event B, VDM or Z [43, 58, 59, 1,
18, 15, 16, 26, 25, 64, 65, 68, 36, 35].
Narrative: (0.) There are links and there are hubs, (1.) Links and hubs have
unique identiﬁers. (2.) Transport net consists of links and hubs. We can either
model nets as sorts and then observe links and hubs from nets:
⋆
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type
N, L, H,
value
obs Ls: N → L-set,
obs Hs: N → H-set

or
type
L, H,
N = L-set × H-set

(3.) Links connect exactly two distinct hubs. (4.) Hubs are connected to one or
more distinct links. (5.) From a link one can observe the two unique identiﬁers
of the hubs to which it is connected. (6.) From a hub one can observe the set
of one or more unique identiﬁers of the links to which it is connected. (7.)
Observed unique link (hub) identiﬁers are indeed identiﬁers of links (hubs) of
the net in which the observation takes place.
Formalisation:
type
0.−1. L, LI, H, HI,
2.
N = L-set × H-set
axiom
3.−4. ∀ (ls,hs):N • card ls ≥ 1 ∧ card hs ≥ 2
value
1.
obs LI: L → LI, obs HI: H → HI,
5.
obs HIs: L → HI-set axiom ∀ l:L • card obs HIs(l)=2,
6.
obs LIs: H → LI-set axiom ∀ h:H • card obs LIs(l)≥1
axiom
7.
∀ (ls,hs):N •
∀ l:L • l ∈ ls ⇒
∀ hi:HI • hi ∈ obs HIs(l) ⇒ ∃ h:H • hi=obs HI(h)∧h ∈ hs
∧ ∀ h:H • h ∈ hs ⇒
∀ li:LI • li ∈ obs LIs(l) ⇒ ∃ l:L • li=obs LI(k)∧l ∈ ls
Narrative: (8.) There are vehicles (private cars, taxis, buses, trucks). (9.)
Vehicles, when “on the net”, i.e., “in the traﬃc” (see further on), have positions. Vehicle positions are (10.) either at a hub, in which case we could
speak of the hub identiﬁer as being a suitable designation of its location, (11.)
or along a link, in which case we could speak of of a quadruple of a (from)
hub identiﬁer, a(n along) link identiﬁer, a real (a fraction) properly between
0 and 1 as designating a relative displacement “down” the link, and a (to)
hub identiﬁer, as being a suitable designation of its location, (12.) Time is
a discrete, dense well-ordered set of time points and time points are further
undeﬁned. (13.) Traﬃc can be thought of as a continuous function from time
to vehicle positions. We augment our model of traﬃc with the net “on which
it runs”!
Formalisation:
type
8. V
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9. VPos == HubPos | LnkPos
10. HubPos = HP(hi:HI)
11. LnkPos = LP(fhi:HI,li:LI,f:Real,thi:HI)
12. Time
13. TRF = (Time → (V →
m VPos)) × N
Closing Remarks: We omit treatment here of traﬃc well-formedness: that
time changes and vehicle movement occurs monotonically; that there are no
“ghost” vehicles (vehicles “disappear” only to “reappear”), that two or more
vehicles “one right after the other” do not “suddenly” change relative positions
while continuing to move in the same direction, etc.

2 Introduction
The narrow context of this essay is that of domain engineering: the principles,
techniques and tools for describing domains, as they are, with no consideration
of software, hence also with no consideration of requirements. The example of
Sect. 1 describes (narrates and formalises) some aspects of a domain.
The broader context of this essay is that of formal software engineering: the
phase, stage and stepwise development of software, starting with Domain descriptions, evolving into Requirements prescriptions and ending with Software
design in such a way that D, S |= R, that is: software can be proven correct
with respect to requirements with the proofs and the correctness relying on
the domain as described.
2.1 Domain Engineering
The Domain Engineering Dogma: Before software be designed, we must
understand its requirements. Before requirements can be expressed, we must
understand the application domain.
The Software Development Triptych: Thus, we must ﬁrst describe the
domain as it is. Then we can prescribe the requirements as we would like to
see them implemented in software. First then can we specify the design of
that software.
Domain Descriptions: A domain description speciﬁes the domain as it
is. (The example traﬃc thus allows vehicles to crash.) A domain description
does not hint at requirements let alone software to be designed. A domain
description speciﬁes observable domain phenomena and concepts derived from
these.
Example: a vehicle is a phenomenon; a vehicle position is also a phenomenon,
but the way in which we suggest to model a position is a concept; similarly
for traffic
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A domain description does not describe human sentiments (Example: the
bus ride is beautiful ), opinions and thoughts (Example: the bus ride is a bit
too expensive ), knowledge and belief (Example: I know of more beautiful
rides and I believe there are cheaper bus fares ), promise and commitment
(Example: I promise to take you on a more beautiful ride one day ) or other
such sentential, modal structures.
A domain description primarily speciﬁes semantic entities of the domain
intrinsics (Example: the net, links and hubs are semantics quantities ), semantic entities of support technologies already “in” the domain, semantic
entities of management and organisation domain entities, syntactic and semantic of domain rules and regulations, syntactic and semantic of domain
scripts (Example: bus time tables respectively the bus traffic ) and semantic aspects of human domain behaviour.
The domain description, to us, is (best) expressed when both informally
narrated and formally speciﬁed. A problem, therefore, is: can we formalise
all the observable phenomena and concepts derived from these? If they are
observable or derived, we should be able to formalise. But computing science
may not have developed all the necessary formal description tools. We shall
comment on that problem as we go along.
2.2 Compositionality
We shall view compositionality “in isolation”! That is, not as in the conventional literature where the principle of compositionality is the principle
that the meaning of a complex expression is determined by the meanings of its
constituent expressions and the rules used to combine them. We shall look at
not only composite simple entities but also composite operations, events and
behaviours in isolation from their meaning but shall then apply the principle
of compositionality such that the meaning of a composite operation [event,
behaviour] is determined by the meanings of its constituent operations [event,
behaviours] and the rules used for combining these. We shall, in this paper
only go halfway towards this goal: we look only at possible rules used to
combine simple entities, functions, events and behaviours.
For simple entities we can say the following about compositionality. A key
idea seems to be that compositionality requires the existence of a homomorphism between the entities of a universe A and the entities in some other
universe B.
Let us think of the entities of one system, A, as a set, U, upon which a number of operations are deﬁned. This gives us an algebra A = (U, Fν )ν∈Γ where
U is the set of (simple and complex) entities and every Fν is an operation on A
with a ﬁxed arity. The algebra A is interpreted through a meaning-assignment
M; a function from U to V, the set of available meanings for the entities of U.
Now consider Fν ; a k-ary syntactic operation on A. M is Fν -compositional
just in case there is a k-ary function G on V such that whenever Fν (u1 , . . . , uk )
is deﬁned
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Fν (u1 , . . . , uk )) = G(M(u1 ), . . . , M(uk ).
In denotational semantics we take this homomorphism for granted, while applying to, as we shall call them, syntactic terms of entities. We shall, in this
paper, speculate on compositionality of non-simple entities. That is, compositionality of operations, events and behaviours; that is, of interpretations over
non-simple entities (as well as over simple entities).
2.3 Ontology
By an ontology we shall understand an explicit, formal specification of a shared
conceptualisation3 .
We shall claim that domain engineering, as treated in [6, 9, 11], amounts
to principles, techniques and tools for formal speciﬁcation of shared conceptualisations. The conceptualisation is of a domain, typically a business, an
industry or a service domain.
One thing is to describe a domain, that is, to present an ontology for
that domain. Another thing is for the description to be anchored around a
description ontology: a set of principles, techniques and tools for structuring
descriptions. In a sense we could refer to this latter as a meta-ontology, but
we shall avoid the preﬁx ‘meta-’ and instead understand it so. The conceptualisation is of the domain of software engineering methodology, especially of
how to describe domains.
2.4 Mereology
Mereology is the theory of parthood relations: of the relations of part to whole
and the relations of part to part within a whole.
The issue is not simply whether an entity is a proper part, pp , of another
part, pω (for example, “the whole”), but also whether a part, pι , which is a
proper part of pp can also be a part of another part, pξ which is not a part
of pp , etcetera. To straighten out such issues, axiom systems for mereology
(part/whole relations) have been proposed [46, 19, 20]. See Appendix A.1.
The term mereology seems to have been ﬁrst used in the sense we are using
it by the Polish mathematical logician Stanislaw Leśniewski [49, 66].
The concept of Calculus of Individuals [47, 20, Leonard & Goodman (1940)
and Clarke (1981)] is related to that of Mereology. See Appendix A.2.
We shall return to the issue of mereology much more in this paper. In fact,
we shall outline “precisely” what our entity mereologies are.
2.5 Paper Outline
The paper is structured as follows: after Sect. 2’s brief characteristics of domain engineering, compositionality, ontology and mereology, Sect. 3 overviews
3

http://www-ksl.stanford.edu/kst/what-is-an-ontology.html
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what we shall call an ontological aspect of description structures, namely that
of entities (having properties). Sections 4–7 will then study (i) simple, (ii) operation, (iii) event and (iv) behaviour entities in more detail, both atomic and
composite. For the composite entities we shall then speculate on their mereology. Section 8 concludes our study of some mereological aspects of composite
entities by relating these to deﬁnitions and axioms of proposed axiom systems for mereology, cf. Appendix A. Section 9 takes a brief look at rôles that
the concept of Galois Connections may have in connection with composite
entities.

3 An Ontology Aspect of Description Structures
This section provides a brief summary of Sects. 4–7.
The choice of analysing a concept of compositionality from the point of
view of simple entities, operations, events and behaviours reﬂects an ontological choice, that is a choice of how we wish to structure our study of conceptions
of reality and the nature of being.
We shall take the view that an ontology for the domain of descriptions
evolves around the concepts of entities inseparably from their properties. More
concretely, “our” ontology consists of entities of the four kinds of speciﬁcation
types: simple entities, operations, events and behaviours. One set of properties
is that of an entity being ‘simple’, being ‘an operation’ (or function), being
‘an event’ or being ‘a behaviour’. We shall later introduce further categories
of entity properties.
3.1 Simple Entities4
In a rather concrete, “mechanistic” sense, we understand simple entities as
follows: simple entities have properties which we model as types and values.
When a simple entity is concretely represented, “inside” a computer, it is
usually implemented in the form of data.
By a state, σ:Σ, we shall understand a designated set of entities.
Entities are the target of operations: function being applied to entities and
resulting in entities.
In Sect. 4 we shall develop this view further.
Examples: The nets, links, hubs, vehicles and vehicle positions of our guiding
example are simple entities
Simple domain entities are either atomic or composite. Composite entities are
here thought of (i.e., modelled as) ﬁnite or inﬁnite sets of (simple) entities:
4

The term ‘simple entity’ is chosen in contrast to the (‘complex’) function, event
and behaviour entities. We shall otherwise not use the term ‘complex’ as it has
no relation to composition, but may be confused with it.
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{e1 ,e2 ,. . . ,en }, ﬁnite Cartesians (i.e., groupings [records, structures] of (simple) entities): (e1 ,e2 ,. . . ,en ), ﬁnite or inﬁnite lists (i.e., ordered sequences of
(simple) entities): he1 ,e2 ,. . . ,en i, maps (i.e., ﬁnite associations of (simple) entities to (simple) entities: [ed1 7→er1 ,ed2 7→er2 ,. . . ,edn 7→ern ], and functions (from
(simple) entities to (simple) entities): λv : E(v).5
3.2 Operations
To us, an operation (synonym for function) is something which when applied
to an entity or an attribute6 yields an entity or an attribute.
If an operation op argument and the resulting entity qualify as states
(σ:Σ), then we have a state-changing action: op: [. . . ×]Σ→Σ.
If an operation argument entity qualiﬁes as a state and if the resulting
entity can be thought of as a pair of which (exactly) one element qualiﬁes as
a state, then we have a value yielding action with a, perhaps, beneﬁcial side
effect: op: [. . . ×]Σ→(Σ×VAL).
If the operation argument does not qualify as a state then we have a value
yielding function with no side eﬀect on the state.
Since entities have types we can talk of the signature of an operation as
consisting of the name of the operation, the structure of types of its argument
entities, and the type of the resulting entities. We gave two such signatures (for
operation op) above. (The [. . . ×] indicate that there could be other arguments
than the explicitly named state entity Σ.)
Example: The unique identifier observer functions of our guiding example
are operations
They apply to entities and yields entities or attributes: obs Ls:N→L-set and
obs Hs:N→H-set yield entities and obs LI:L→LI and obs HI:H→HI yield attributes.
“First Class” Entities: Before closing this section, Sect. 3.2, we shall “lift”
operations, hence actions and functions to be ﬁrst class entities!
3.3 Events
In [45, Lamport] events are the same as executed atomic actions. We shall not
really argue with that assumption. In [45, Lamport] events are of interest only
in connection with the concept of processes (for which we shall use the term
‘behaviours’). We shall certainly follow that assumption. We wish to reserve
the term ‘event’ for such actions which (i) are either somehow shared between
two or more behaviours, (ii) or ‘occur” in just one behaviour. We assume
5

6

Note: The decorated es in set, Cartesian, list and map enumerations stand for
actual entities whereas the v in λv : E (v) is a syntactic variable and E (v) stand
for a syntactic expression with a free variable v.
See Sect. 4.1 for distinction between entity and attribute
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an “external”, further undeﬁned behaviour. For both of these two cases we
need a way of “labelling” events. We do so by labelling, βℓi , behaviours, βi ,
that is, ascribing names to behaviours. Let the eχternal behaviour have a
distinguished, “own” label (e.g., βχ ℓ). Now we can label an event by the set
of labels of the processes “in” which the event occur. That is, with either
two or more labels, or just one. When the external behaviour label βχ ℓ is
in the set then it shall mean that the event either “originates” outside the
behaviours of the other labels, or is “directed” at all those behaviours. We
do not, however, wish to impose any direction! Here we wish to remind the
reader that “our” behaviours take place “in the domain”, that is, they are
not necessarily those of computing processes, unless, of course, the domain
is, or (“strongly”) includes that of computing; and “in the domain” we can
always speak “globally”, that is: we may postulate properties that may not
be computable or even precisely observable, that is: two time stamps may be
diﬀerent even though they are of two actions or events that actually did or do
take place simultaneously.
Thus: we are not bothered by clocks, that is, we do not enforce a global
clock; we do not have to sort out ordering problems of events, but can leave
that to a later analysis of the described domain, recommendably along the
lines of [45, Lamport].
Time and Time Stamps: Time is some dense set of time points.
A time stamp is just a time designator, t. Two time stamps are consecutive
if they diﬀer by some inﬁnitesimal time diﬀerence, tδ . We shall assume the
simplifying notion of a “global” clock. For the kind of distributed systems
that are treated in [45, Lamport] this may not be acceptable, but for a any
actual domain that is not subject to Einsteinian relativity, and most are, it
will be OK. Once we get to implementation in terms of actual systems possibly
governed by erroneously set clocks one shall have to apply for example [45,
Lamport]’s treatment.
Definition: Event: To us, an event, E : {(βℓ1 , σ1 , P1 , σ1′ , τ1 ), (βℓ2 , σ2 , P2 ,
σ2′ , τ2 ), . . . , (βℓn , σn , Pn , σn′ , τn )} involves a set of behaviours, βi , and is
expressed in terms of a set of event designators, quintuplets containing:
⋆1
⋆2
⋆3
⋆4

⋆5

a label βℓi ,
a before state σi ;
a predicate Pi ;
an after state σi′ ;
◦ such that Pi (σi , σi′ )
◦ but where it may be the case that σi = σi′ ;
and a time stamp τi
◦ which is either a time ti
◦ or a time interval [t′i , t′′i ]
∗ such that t′′i − t′i = τδi > 0
∗ but where τδi is otherwise considered “small”
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An event, E, may change one or more behaviour states, selectively, or may
not — in which latter case σi = σi′ for some i.
Thus we do not consider the time(s) when expressing conditions Pi .
Definition: Same Event: We assume two or more distinct behaviours β1 ,
β2 , . . . , βn . Two or more events E1i , E2i and Eni are said to reﬂect, i.e., to
be the same event iﬀ their models, as suggested above, are ‘identical’ modulo
predicates7 and time stamps, iﬀ these time stamps diﬀer at most “insigniﬁcantly”, a decision made by the domain describer8 , and iﬀ this model involves
the label sets βℓ1 , βℓ2 , . . . , βℓn for behaviours β1 , β2 , . . . , βn
This means that any one event which is assumed to be the same and thus
to occur more-or-less simultaneously in several behaviours is “identically”
recorded (modulo predicates and time stamps) in those behaviours.
We can accept this deﬁnition since it is the domain describer who decides which events to model and since it is anyway only a postulate: we are
“observing the domain”!
Definition: Event Designator:: The event E : {(βℓ1 , σ1 , P1 , σ1′ , τ1 ), (βℓ2 ,
σ2 , P2 , σ2′ , τ2 ), . . . , (βℓn , σn , Pn , σn′ , τn )} consists of n event designators (βℓi ,
σi , Pi , σi′ , τi ), that is: an event designator is that kind of quintuplet.
Example: Withdrawal of funds from an account (i.e., a certain action) leads
to either of two events: either the remaining balance is above or equal to the
credit limit,or it is not
The withdrawal eﬀects a state change (into state σ ′ ), but “below credit limit”
event does not cause a further state change (that is: σ = σ ′ ). In the latter
case that event may trigger a corrective action but the ensuing state change
(from some (possibly later state) σ ′′ to, say, σ ′′′ , that is, σ ′′′ is usually not a
“next state” after σ ′ ).
Example: A national (or federal) bank changes its interest rate.This is an
action by the behaviour of a national (or federal) bank, but is seen as an event
by (the behaviour of) a(ny) local bank, and may cause such a bank to change
(i.e., an action) its own interest rate
Example: A local bank goes bankrupt at which time a lot of bank clients
loose a lot of their money
Some events are explicitly willed, and are “un-interesting”. Other events are
“surprising”, that is, are not willed, and are thus “interesting”. Being interesting or not is a pragmatic decision by the domain describer.
“First Class” Entities: Before closing this section, Sect. 3.3, we shall “lift”
events to be ﬁrst class entities !
7

8

The predicates can all “temporarily”, for purposes of “identicality”, be set to
true.
The time stamps can all “temporarily”, for purposes of “identicality”, be set to
the smallest time interval within which all time stamps of the event are included.
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3.4 Behaviours
A simple, sequential behaviour, β, is a possibly inﬁnite, possibly empty sequence of actions and events.
Example: The movement of a single vehicle between two time points forms
a simple, sequential behaviour
We shall later construct composite behaviours from simple behaviours. In
essence such composite behaviours is “just” a set of simple behaviours. In
such a composite behaviour one can then speak of “kinds” of consecutive
or concurrent behaviours. Some concurrent behaviours can be analysed into
communicating, joined, forked or “general” behaviours such that any one concurrent behaviour may exhibit two or more of these ‘kinds’.
Section 7.3 presents deﬁnitions of composite behaviours.
“First Class” Entities: Before closing this section, Sect. 3.4, we shall “lift”
behaviours to be ﬁrst class entities!
3.5 First-class Entities
Operations are considered designators of actions. That is, they are action
descriptions. We do not, in this paper, consider forms of descriptions of events
(labels) and behaviours. In that sense, of not considering, this section is not
“completely” symmetrical in its treatment of operations, actions, events and
behaviours as ﬁrst-class entities. Be that as it may.
Operations as Entities: Operations may be (parametrised by being) applicable to operation entities — and we then say that the operations are
higher-order operations: Sorting a set of rail units according to either length
or altitude implies one sorting operation with either a select rail unit length
or a select altitude parameter. (The ‘select’ is an operation.)
Actions as Entities: Similarly operations may be (parametrised by being)
applicable to actions: Let an action be the invocation of the parametrised
sorting function — cf. above. Our operation may be that of observing storage performance. There are two sorting functions: one according to rail unit
length, another according to rail unit altitude. We may now be able, given
the action parameter, to observe, for example the execution time!
Events as Entities: Operations may be (parametrised by being) applicable to a set of event entities: Recall that events are dynamic, instantaneous
‘quantities’. A ‘set of event entities’ as a parameter can be such a quantity.
One could then inquire as to which one or more events occurred ﬁrst or last,
or, if they had a time duration, which took the longest to occur! This general
purpose event handler may then be further parametrised by respective rail or
air traﬃc entities!
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Behaviours as Entities: Finally operations may be (parametrised by being) applicable to behaviours. We may wish to monitor and/or control train
traﬃc. So the monitoring & control operation is to be real-time parametrised
by train traﬃcs. Similar for air traﬃc, automobile performance, etc.
•••
We are not saying that a programming language must provide for the above
structures. We are saying that, in a domain, as it is, we can “speak of” these
parametrisations. Therefore we conclude that actions, events and behaviours
— that these dynamic entities which occur in “real-time” — are entities.
Whether we can formalise this “speaking of” is another matter.
3.6 The Ontology: Entities and Properties
On the background of the above we can now summarise our ontology: it consists of (“ﬁrst class”) entities inseparable from their properties. We hinted at
properties, in a concrete sense above: as something to which we can ascribe a
name, a type and a value. In contrast to common practice in treatises on ontology [27, 33, 48, 52, 67], we “ﬁx” our property system at a concrete modelling
level around the value types of atomic simple entities (numbers, Booleans,
characters, etc.) and composite simple entities (sets, Cartesians, lists, maps
and functions); and at an abstract, orthogonal descriptional level, following
Jackson [44], static and inert, active (autonomous, biddable, programmable)
and reactive dynamic types; continuous, discrete and chaotic types; tangible
and intangible types; one-, two-, etc., n-dimensional types; etc.
Ontologically we could claim that an entity exists qua its properties; and
the only entities that we are interested in are those that can be formalised
around such properties as have been mentioned above.

4 Simple Atomic and Composite Entities
Entities are either atomic or composite. The decision as to which entities are
considered what is a decision taken sôlely by the describer. The decision is
based on the choice of abstraction level being made.
4.1 Simple Attributes — Types and Values
With any entity whether atomic or composite, and then also with its subentities, etcetera, one can associate one or more simple attributes.
•

By a simple attribute we understand a pair of a designated type and a
named value.

Attributes are not entities: they merely reﬂect some of the properties of an
entity. Usually we associate a name with an entity. Such an association is
purely a pragmatic matter, that is, not a syntactic and not a semantic issue.
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4.2 Atomic Entities
•

By an atomic entity we intuitively understand a simple attributes entity which
‘cannot be taken apart’ (into other, the sub-entities).

Example: We illustrate attributes of an atomic entity.
Atomic Entity: Bus Ticket
Type
Value
Bus Line
Greyhound
From, Departure Time San Francisco, Calif.: 1:30 pm
To, Arrival Time
Reno, Nevada: 6:40 pm
Price
US $ 52.00

‘Removing’ attributes from an entity destroys its ‘entity-hood’, that is, attributes are an essential part of an entity.
4.3 Composite Entities
•

By a composite entity we intuitively understand an entity (i) which “can be
taken apart” into sub-entities, (ii) where the composition of these is described
by its mereology, and (iii) which further possess one or more attributes.

Example: We “diagram” the relations between sub-entities, mereology and
attributes of transport nets.
Composite Entity: Transport Net
Sub-entities: Links
Hubs
Mereology: “set” of one or more ℓ(inks) and
“set” of two or more h(hub’s)
such that each ℓ(ink) is delimited by two h(cub’s)
and such that each h(ub) connects one or more ℓ(inks)
Attributes
Types:
Values:
Multimodal
Rail, Roads, Sea Lane, Air Corridor
Transport Net of Denmark
Year Surveyed
2008
4.4 Discussion
Attributes: Domain entity attributes whether of atomic entities or of composite entities are modelled as a set of pairs of distinctly named types and
values. It may be that such entity attributes, some or all, could be modelled
diﬀerently, for example as a map from type names to values, or as a list of
pairs of distinctly named types and values, or as a Cartesian of values, where
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the position determines the type name — somehow known “elsewhere” in the
formalisation, etcetera
But it really makes no diﬀerence as remarked earlier: one cannot really
remove any one of these attributes from an entity.
Compositions: We formally model composite entities in terms of its immediate sub-entities, and we model these as observable, usually as sets, immediately from the entity (cf. obs Hs, obs Ls, N). In the example composite entity
(nets) above the net can be considered a graph, and graphs, g:G, are, in Graph
Theory typically modelled, for example, as
type
V
G = (V × V)-set
where vertexes (v:V ) are thought of a names or references.
We shall comment on such a standard graph-theoretic model in relation
to a domain model which somehow expresses a graph: First it has abstracted
away all there may otherwise be to say about what the graph actually is an
abstraction of. In such models we model edges in terms of pairs of vertexes.
That is: edges do not have separate “existence” — as have segments. In other
words, since we can phenomenologically point to any junction and a segment
we must model them separately, and then we must describe the mereology of
nets separate from the description of the parts.

5 Atomic and Composite Operations
Entities are either atomic or composite. The decision as to which operations
are considered what is a decision sôlely taken by the describer.
5.1 Signatures — Names and Types
With any operation whether atomic or composite, and then also with its suboperations, etcetera, one can associate a signature which we represent as a
triple: the name of the operation, the arguments to which the operation is
applicable, and the result, whether atomic or composite.
•

By an argument and a result we understand the same as an attribute or an
entity.

5.2 Atomic Operations
We understand operations as functions in the sense of recursive function theory [51]9 but extended with postulated primitive observer (obs ...), constructor
9

See: http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/basis1/basis1.html
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(mk...) and selector (s ...) functions, non-determinacy10 and non-termination
(i.e., the result of non-termination is a well-deﬁned chaotic value).
•

By an atomic operation we intuitively understand an operation which ‘cannot
be expressed in terms of other (phenomenological or conceptual), primitive
recursive functions.

Example Atomic Operations: The operation of obtaining the length of a
segment, obs Lgth, is an atomic operation. The operation of calculating the
sum, sum, of two segment lengths is an atomic operation.
type
Lgth
value
obs Lgth: L → Lgth,
sum: Lgth × Lgth → Lgth
5.3 Composite Operations
•

By a composite operation we intuitively understand an operation which can
best be expressed in terms of other (phenomenological or conceptual) primitive
recursive functions, whether atomic or themselves composite.

Example Composite Operations: Finding the length of a route, R Lgth,
where a route is a sequence of segments joined together at junctions is a
composite operation — its sub-operations are the operation of observing a
segment length from a segments, obs length, and the recursive invocation of
route length. Finding the total length of all segments of a net is likewise a
composite operation.
value
length: L∗ → Lgth,
zero lgth:Lgth,
length(hi) ≡ zero lgth,
length(ℓbℓ′ ) ≡ sum(ℓ,ℓ′ )
The Composition Homomorphism: Usually composite operations are applied to composite entities. In general, we often ﬁnd that the functions applied
to composite entities satisfy the following homomorphism:
G(e1 , e2 , . . . , em ) = H(G(e1 ), G(e2 ), . . . , G(en ))
where G and H are suitable functions.
•••
10

Hinted at in [51] as ambiguous functions, cf. Footnote 9 on the preceding page.
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Example: Consider the Factorial and the List Reversal functions. This example is inspired by [50]. Let φ be the sentence:
∃F • ((F (a) = b) ∧ ∀x • (p(x) ⊃ (F (x) = H(x, F (f (x))))))
which reads: there exists a mathematical function F such that, •, the following
holds, namely: F (a) = b (where a and b are not known), and, ∧, for every
(i.e., all) x, it is the case, •, that if p(x) is true, then F (x) = H(x, F (f (x)))
is true.
There are (at least) two possible (model-theoretic) interpretations of φ. In
the ﬁrst interpretation, we ﬁrst establish the type Ω of natural numbers and
operations on these, and then the speciﬁc context ρ:
[ F 7→ fact, a 7→ 1, b 7→ 1, f 7→ λ n.n−1,
H 7→ λ m.λ n.m+n,
p 7→ λ m.m>0 ]
We ﬁnd that φ is true for the factorial function, fact. In other words, φ characterises properties of that function.
In the second interpretation we ﬁrst establish the type Ω of lists and
operations on these: and then the speciﬁc context ρ:
[ F 7→ rev, a 7→ hi, b 7→ hi, f 7→ tl,
H 7→ λℓ1 .λℓ2 .ℓ1 bhhd ℓ1 i,
p 7→ λℓ.ℓ6=hi ]
And we ﬁnd that φ is true for the list reversal function, rev, as well. In other
words, φ characterises properties of that function, and the two Hs express a
mereological nature of composition

6 Atomic and Composite Events
Usually events are considered atomic. But for the sake of argument — that
is, as a question of scientiﬁc inquiry, of the kind: why not investigate, seeking “orthogonality” throughout, now that it makes sense to consider atomic
and composite entities and operations — we shall explore the possibility of
considering composite events.
Let us ﬁrst recall that we model an event by: E : {(βℓ1 , σ1 , P1 , σ1′ , τ1 ),
(βℓ2 , σ2 , P2 , σ2′ , τ2 ), . . . , (βℓn , σn , Pn , σn′ , τn )}, where E is just a convenient
name for us to refer to the event, βℓi is the label of a behaviour βi , σi and σi′
are (before event, resp. after event) states (of behaviour βi ), Pi is a predicate
which characterises the event as seen by behaviour βi , and τi is a time, ti , or
a time interval, [tib ,tie ], time stamp.
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6.1 Atomic Events
Examples: (i) E1 : a vehicle “drives off” a net link at high velocity; (ii) E2 :
a link “breaks down”: (ii.a) E21 : a bridge collapses, or (ii.b) E22 : a mud slide
covers the link That is E2 is due to either E21 or E22 .
One can discuss whether these examples really can be considered atomic:
(ii.a) the bridge may have collapsed due to excess load and thus the moment
at which the load exceeded the strength limit could be considered an event
causing the bridge collapse; (ii.b) the mud slide may have been caused by
excessive rain due to rainstorm gutters exceeding their capacity and thus the
moment at which capacity was exceeded could be considered an event causing
the mud slide.
We take the view that it is the decision of the domain describer to “ﬁx” the
abstraction level and thus decide whether the above are atomic of composite
events.
In general we could view an event, such as summarised above, which involves two or more distinct behaviours as a composite event. We shall take
that view.
6.2 Definitions: Atomic and Composite Events
Definition: Atomic Event: An atomic event is either a single [atomic] internal event: {(βℓi , σi , Pi , σi′ , τi )}, that is, consists of just one event designator,
or is a single [atomic] external event, that is, is a pair event designators where
one of these involves the eχternal behaviour: {(βχ ℓ, σnil , true, σnil , τχ ), (βℓi ,
σi , Pi , σi′ , τi )}, that is, consists of two event designators, an external and an
internal
Definition: Composite Event: A composite event is an event which consists of two or more internal “identical” event designators, that is, event designators from two or more simple, non-eχternal behaviours, and possibly also
an event designator from an eχternal behaviour “identical” to these internal
event designators
6.3 Composite Events
Examples: (i) two or more cars crash and (ii) a bridge collapse causes one
or more cars or bicyclists and people to plunge into the abyss
Synchronising Events: Events in two or more simple behaviours are said
to be synchronising iﬀ they are identical.
Example: Two cars crashing means that the surfaces of the crash is a channel
on which they are synchronising and that the messages being exchanged are
“you have crashed with me”
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Sub-Events: A composite event deﬁnes one or more sub-events.
Definition Sub-event: An event Es :eds′ , is a sub-event of another event
E:eds, iﬀ eds′ ⊂ eds, that is the set eds′ of event designators of Es is a proper
subset eds of the event designators of E
Sequential Events: One way in which a composite event is structured can
be as a “sequence” of “follow-on” sub-events. One sub-event: Es12 : {(βℓ1 , σ1 ,
P1 , σ1′ , τ1 ), (βℓ2 , σ2 , P2 , σ2′ , τ2 )}, for example, “leads on” to another subevent: Es23 : {(βℓ2 , σ2′′ , P2′ , σ2′′′ , τ2′ ), (βℓ3 , σ3 , P3 , σ3′ , τ3 )}, etcetera, “leads on”
′′
′′′
, Pm , σm
, τm ), (βℓn , σn , Pn , σn′ , τn )}. The
to a ﬁnal event: Esmn : {(βℓm , σm
“leads on” relation should appear obvious from the above expressions.
Example: The multiple-car crash in which the cars crash, “immediately” one
after the other, as in a accordion movement (This is, of course, an idealised
assumption.)
Embedded Events: Another way in which a composite event is structured is
as an “iteratively” (or ﬁnite “recursively”) embedded “repetition” of (albeit
distinct) sub-events. Here we assume that the τ s stand for time intervals and
that τ s′ ⊑ τ s it means that the time interval τ s′ is embedded with τ s, that
is, let τ s = [tb , te ] and τ s′ = [t′b , t′e ], then for τ s′ ⊑ τ s means that tb ≤ t′b
and t′e ≤ te , Now we postulate that one event (or sub-event) Ei embeds a
sub-event Eij , . . . , embeds an “innermost” sub-event Eij... .
k

Example: The following represents an idealised description of how a computing system interrupt is handled.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

(i) A laptop user hits the enter keyboard key at time tb .
(ii) The computing system interrupt handler reacts at time t′b (tb ≤ t′b ), to
the hitting of the enter keyboard key.
(iii) The interrupt handler forwards, at time t′′b , the hitting of the enter
keyboard key to the appropriate input/output handler of the computing
system keyboard handler.
(iv) The keyboard handler forwards, at time t′′′
b , the hitting of the enter
keyboard key to the appropriate application program routine.
(v) The application program routine calculates an appropriate reaction
′′′
between times t′′′
b and te .
(vi) The application program routine returns its reaction to the keyboard
handler at time t′′e .
(vii) The keyboard handler returns, at time t′′e , that reaction to the interrupt handler.
(viii) The interrupt handler marks the interrupt as having been fully served
at time t′e ,
(ix) while whatever (if anything that has been routed to, for example, the
display associated with the keyboard) is displayed at time te

The pairs (i,ix), (ii,viii), (iii,vii) and (iv,vi) form pairwise embedded events:
(ii,vii) is directly embedded, ⊑, in (i,ix), (iii,vii) is directly embedded, ⊑, in
(ii,viii) and (iv,vi) is directly embedded, ⊑, in (iii,vii).
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We have abstracted the time intervals to be negligible.
Event Clusters: A ﬁnal way of having composite events, is for them, as a
structure, to be considered a set of sub-events, each eventually involving a
time or a time period that is “tightly” related to those of the other sub-events
in the set and where the relation is not that of “follow-on” or embeddedness.
Example: A (i) car crash results in a (ii) person being injured, while a (iii)
robber exploits the confusion to steal a purse, etcetera

7 Atomic and Composite Behaviours
Our treatment of behaviours in Sect. 3.4 was very brief. In this section it will
be more detailed. First a preliminary.
7.1 Modelling Actions and Events
In modelling behaviours, we model actions by a triple, (βℓ, α, τ s), consisting of
a behaviour label, βℓ:BehLbl, an operation denotation, α:[. . . ×]Σ → Σ[×. . . ],
and a time stamp, τ s. Events are modelled by as above.
7.2 Atomic Behaviours
Time-stamped actions and atomic events are the only atomic behaviours. We
shall model atomic behaviours as singleton sequences of a time-stamped action
or an event.
7.3 Composite Behaviours
Simple Traces: A simple (ﬁnite/inﬁnite) trace, τ , is a (ﬁnite/inﬁnite) sequence of one or more time-stamped atomic actions and time-stamped (atomic
or composite) events. Trace time stamps occur in monotonically increasing
dense order, i.e., separated by consecutive (overall) time stamps. That is, two
traces may operate not only on diﬀerent clocks, but have varying time intervals between consecutive actions or events. The “overall” time stamp of a
composite event is the smallest time interval which encompasses all time and
time stamps of event designators of the composite event.
Simple Behaviours: A simple behaviour, β, is a simple trace of length two
or more.
Example: The movement of two or more vehicles between two time points
forms a simple, concurrent behaviour
One can usually decompose a simple behaviour into two or more consecutive
behaviours, and hence one can compose a consecutive behaviour from two or
more simple behaviours. Consecutive behaviours are simple behaviours.
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Consecutive Behaviours: A consecutive behaviour is a pair of simple behaviours, of which the ﬁrst is ﬁnite, such that the time stamp of the ﬁrst
action or event of the second behaviour is consecutive to the time stamp of
the last action or event of the ﬁrst behaviour, cf. Fig. 1 on the next page.
Example: A train travel, seen from the point of view of one train passenger,
from one city to another, involving one or more train changes, and including
the train passenger’s behaviours at train stations of origin, intermediate stations and station of destination as well as during the train rides proper, forms
a consecutive behaviour
Concurrent Behaviours: A concurrent behaviour is a set of two or more
simple behaviours {β1 , β2 , . . . , βn } such that for each behaviour βi ∈{β1 , β2 ,
. . . , βn } there is a set of one or more diﬀerent behaviours {βij , βik , . . . ,βiℓ } ⊆
{β1 , β2 , . . . , βn } such that there is a set of one or more consecutive (dense)
time stamps that are shared between behaviours βi and {βij , βik , . . . ,βiℓ }.
Example: The movement of two vehicles between two time points (i.e., in
some interval) forms a concurrent behaviour
Concurrent behaviours come in several forms. These are deﬁned next.
Communicating Behaviours: A communicating behaviour is a concurrent
behaviour in which two or more (simple) behaviours contain identical (modulo
predicate and time stamp) events.
Example: The movement of two vehicles between two time points (i.e., in
some interval), such that, for example, the two vehicles, after some time point
in the interval, at which both vehicles have observed their “near-crash”, keeps
moving along, may be said to be a simple, cooperating behaviour. Their “nearcrash” is an event. In fact the vehicles may be engaged in several such “nearcrashes” (drunken driving!)
Example: The action of a vehicle, at a hub, which effects both a turning
to the right down another link, and a sequence of one or more gear changes,
throttling down, then up, the velocity, while moving along in the traffic, forms
a general, structured behaviour
Example: A crash between two vehicles defines an event with the two vehicles
being said to be synchronised and exchanging messages at that event
Joined Behaviours: A joined behaviour is a pair of a ﬁnite set, {β1 , β2 , . . . ,
βn }, of ﬁnite (“ﬁrst”) simple behaviours and a (“second”) simple behaviour,
such that the time stamp of the ﬁrst action or event of the second behaviour
is consecutive to the time stamp of the last action or event of each of the the
ﬁrst behaviours. You can think of the joined behaviour as pictured in Fig. 1
on the following page.
Example: This example assumes a mode of travel by vehicles in which they
(sometimes) travel in platoons, or convoys, as do military vehicles and —
maybe future private cars. A behaviour which starts with n (n being two or
more) vehicles travelling by themselves, as n concurrent behaviours; where
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βj

A simple behaviour

.....

βi

β

..........

identical
event

β1
β2

βk
identical
event

Communicating behaviours
βη

A concurrent behaviour

A joined behaviour

β
Consecutive behaviours

A forked behaviour
time

Fig. 1. Two simple and four composite behaviours
Each rectangle designates a simple behaviour. Figure indicates 17 such

independent vehicles, at one time or another, join into convoy behaviours
involving two or more vehicles, form a joined behaviour
Forked Behaviours: A forked behaviour is a pair of a ﬁnite (“ﬁrst”) simple
behaviour β and a ﬁnite set, {β1 , β2 , . . . , βn }, of (“second”) simple behaviours,
such that the time stamp of the ﬁrst action or event of each of the second
behaviours is consecutive to the time stamp of the last action or event of the
ﬁrst behaviour. You can think of the joined behaviour as pictured in Fig. 1.
Example: Continuing the example just above: A behaviour which starts as
the joined, convoy behaviour of two or more (i.e., n) vehicles which then
proceeds by individual vehicles, at one time or another, leaving the convoy,
i.e., “forking out” into concurrent behaviours, forms a forked behaviour
7.4 General Behaviours
We claim that any set of behaviours can be formed from atomic behaviours by
applying one or more of the compositions outlined above: simple, concurrent,
communicating, consecutive, joined and forked behaviours.
By “any set of behaviours” you may well think of any multi-set of time
stamped actions and time stamped events, i.e., of atomic behaviours. From
this set one can then “glue” together one or more behaviours ﬁrst forming
a set of simple behaviours; then concurrent behaviours; then identifying pos-
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sible communicating behaviours; then possibly joining and forking suitable
behaviours, etc.
There may very well be many “solutions” to such a “gluing” construction
from a basic set of atomic behaviours.
7.5 A Model of Behaviours
type
ActBeh, EvnBeh,
Beh = ABeh|CBeh,
ABeh = ActBeh|EvnBeh,
CBeh = fSimBeh|ifSimBeh|CurBeh|ComBeh|CnsBeh|FrkBeh|JoiBeh,
fSimBeh == mkSi(s sb:ABeh∗ ),
ifSimBeh == mkSi(s sb:ABehω ),
CurBeh == mkConc(s cb:SimBeh-set),
ComBeh == mkComm(s cb:SimBeh-set),
CnsBeh == mkCons(s fst:fSimBeh,s lst:ifSimBeh),
FrkBeh == mkFork(s fst:fSimBeh,s lst:ifSimBeh-set),
JoiBeh == mkJoin(s fst:fSimBeh-set,s lst:ifSimBeh)
value
wf Beh: Beh → Bool
wf Beh(beh) ≡ ...

8 Mereology and Compositionality Concluded
8.1 The Mereology Axioms
We wish to explain the compositionality constructs of simple entities (Sect. 8.2),
operations (Sect. 8.3), events (Sect. 8.4) and behaviours (Sect. 8.5), where the
references are to sections where the compositionality constructs are informally
summarised. We wish that the explanation be in terms of the predicates of
known axiomatisations of mereology, that is, of proposed such mereologies.
We refer to Appendices A.1 on page 42 and A.2 on page 44 where such predicates are brought forward. Let x, y, and z denote “ﬁrst class” entities. Then:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pxy expresses that x is a part of y;
PPxy expresses that x is a proper part of y;
Oxy expresses that x and y overlap;
Uxy expresses that x and y underlap;
Cxy expresses that x is connected to y;
DCxy expresses that x is disconnected from y;
DRxy expresses that x is discrete from y;
T Pxy expresses that x is a tangential part of y; and
N T Pxy expresses that x is a non-tangential part of y.
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8.2 Composite Simple Entities
Mereology: The part-whole mereological relations of composite simple entities are typically expressed by such deﬁning phrases as: (i) “An x consists
of a set of ys” (modelled by X=Y-set); (ii) “an x consists of a grouping of
a y, a z, . . . and a u” (modelled by X=Y×Z×...×U); (iii) “an x consists of
a list of ys” (modelled by X=Y∗ ); (iv) “an x consists of an association of ys
to zs” (modelled by X=Y →
m Z); and some more involved phrases, including
recursively expressed ones.
Usually such deﬁning phrases deﬁne too much. In such cases further sentences are needed in order to properly delimit the class of xs being deﬁned.
Example: 14. A bus time table lists the bus line name 15. and one or more
named journey descriptions, that is, journey names are associated with (maps
into) journey descriptions. 16. Bus line and journey names are further undeﬁned. 17. A journey description sequence of two or more bus stop visits. 18. A
bus stop visit is a triple: the name of the bus stop, the arrival time to the bus
stop, and the departure time from the bus stop. 19. Bus stop names are hub
identiﬁers. 20. A bus time table further contains a description of the transport
net. 21. The description of the transport net of the transport net. associates
(that is, maps) each bus stop name hub identiﬁer to a set of one or more bus
stop name hub identiﬁers. 22. A bus time table is well-formed iﬀ 23. adjacent
bus stop visits name hubs that are associated in the transport net description;
24. arrival times are before departure times; etc.
type
16.
BLNm, JNm
14.,20. BTT′ = BLNm × NmdBusJs × NetDescr
22.
BTT = {| btt:BTT′ • wf BTT(btt) |}
15.
NmdBusJs = JNm →
m BusJ
17.
BusJ = BusStopVis∗
18.
BusStopVis = Time × HI × Time
21.
NetDesr = HI →
m HI-set
value
22. wf BTT: BTT × NetDesr → Bool
wf BTT( ,jrns,nd) ≡
∀ bj:BusJ • bj ∈ rng jrns ⇒
∀ (at,hi,dt):BusStopVis • (at,hi,dt) ∈ elems bj ⇒
hi ∈ dom nd ∧ at<dt ∧ ...
The well-formedness predicate expresses part of the mereology of how bus
time tables are composed. Note that we have not said that net description is
commensurate with the actual transportation net
That is, we go from regular via context free to context sensitive and even
generally computable or, alas, not necessarily computable forms. Thus there
are rich opportunities to study suitable subsets of natural language mereology
descriptions.
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For the speciﬁc example of transportation nets, and as formalised in
Sect. 1, we can prove that the following axiom system predicates hold as
theorems:
•
•
•
•

PPxy (Item 2 on page 21) holds for x=links or hubs of net, n, and y=n;
Cxy (Item 5 on page 21) holds for such links x which connect hubs y,
respectively such hubs x from which links y emanate; and
T Pxy (Item 8 on page 21) holds for such links x which connect hubs y,
respectively such hubs x from which links y emanate.
Let us introduce a notion of link/hub connectors. Any link x which is
incident upon a hub y is said to deﬁne a connector  : J such that for
type J
value obs J: (L|H) → J-set
axiom
∀ l:L,h:H • card obs J(l)=2 ∧
obs J(l) ∩ obs J(h)6={} ⇒ obs HIs(l) ∩ obs HI(h)6={}

•

Now let x be the connector of link y and hub z, then Oxy and Oxz (Item 3
on page 21) hold.
Etcetera.

Compositionality: The conventional compositionality principle implied a
syntax of composite expressions and spoke of the semantics of composite expressions. We extend this principle to cover other than utterings of natural or
formal speciﬁcation and programming languages. We extend the principle to
cover any structures that we may wish to contemplate.
To get the reader “tuned” to that idea we ﬁst give three, perhaps slightly
“surprising” examples, and then return to examples in line with the main, the
transport, example of this paper.
Example: The design of a bread-toaster denotes the infinite set of all breadtoasters that satisfy the design, or the infinite set of all the production processes that construct such bread toasters, etc.
Example: The request from the marketing department of the producer of
the bread toaster to the design department suggesting a bread toaster that
satisfies certain market requirements denote the set of all bread-toaster designs
that satisfy these market requirements, etc.
Example:The request from executive management to the marketing department requesting that measures be taken too win market share denote, amongst
others, the kind of requests alluded to in the previous example
Now to the examples that ﬁt into the main example of this paper.
Examples: (i) A meaning of a link could be the set of all paths that vehicles
can traverse the link, where a link path could be modelled as a triple of
link connected hub identiﬁers and the link identiﬁer. (ii) A meaning of a hub
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could be the set of all paths that vehicles can traverse the hub, where a hub
path could be modelled as a triple of link identiﬁers and the connecting hub
identiﬁer; (iii) A meaning of a net could be the set of all routes through the
net, where a route is a suitable sequence of either link paths or of hub paths
Compositionality of Simple Composite Entities: The meaning of atomic
entities are expressed by simple (recursive) functions.
The meaning of composite entities, in order to follow the principle of compositionality, must be a function of the meanings of the immediate sub-entities.
Here the possibilities are “ad-inﬁnitum” ! Classically, in computing, the principle of compositionality was ﬁrst applied to programming, then to speciﬁcation
languages. Typically the meaning of an atomic statement, as a syntactic simple entity, of an imperative programming language was that of a function from
environments to state to state transformers, so the meaning of the composition
of two or more statements was then the function composition of the meaning
of each statement. The meaning of a logic program could be modelled as a
set of resolutions: bindings of identiﬁers to terms. The meaning of a parallel,
say CSP [39, Hoare], program can be denotationally, that is, according to the
principle of compositionality, for example, given either one of three kinds of
semantics: in terms of traces, in terms of failures, and in terms of divergences
— as all explained in [60, Roscoe, Chapter 8].
•••
Whether all reasonably expressed meanings of all conceivable composite simple entities can be expressed compositionally is not known, well, is not knowable.
8.3 Composite Operations
Mereology: It appears that H (in G(e1 , e2 , . . . , em ) = H(G(e1 ), G(e2 ), . . . ,
G(en ))), and the way in which G distributes over (e1 , e2 , . . . , em ), in the abstract expresses the mereology of function composition. In the concrete the
mereological nature of a given composite operation is reﬂected in the way in
which it is structured from primitive recursive functions and other composite
operations.
In the sense of recursive function theory it does not seem to make any
sense to apply any of the 9 operators (Page 21) of Sect. 8.1.
Compositionality: The compositionality of functions is here taken to be
expressed by the function composers of extended recursive function theory.
Extended recursive function theory deﬁnes (i) constant entities, f () (i.e., values as zero-ary functions); (ii) variables, v (as functions from an environment
to an entity); (iii) sets {e1 , e2 , . . . , en }, Cartesians (e1 , e2 , . . . , en ), and lists
he1 , e2 , . . . , en i of entities; (iv) a ﬁnite set of primitive functions, fn , of arity n
and type fn : Entity∗ →Entity (v) a ﬁnite set of primitive predicates, pn , of arity
n and type pn : Entity∗ →Bool (vi) function composition f (g(e1 , e2 , . . . , en )),
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(vii) conditionals (c1 → e1 , c2 → e2 , . . . , cn → en ), (viii) . . . , and (ix) . . . .
Recursive function theory then tells us how to interpret these forms in come
context ρ which binds variables to entities and function and predicate function
symbols to their functions and predicates. The extended recursive function
theory is a simple encoding from recursive function theory. So compositionality of operations is explained by recursive function theory.
8.4 Composite Events
Mereology: Mereologically events can be (i) sequenced, “connected” in time;
(ii) “recursively” embedded, with the time interval for an “outer”, embedding
event embracing the time interval for an immediately embedded event, and
so forth; or can be (iii) clustered.
For speciﬁc, formalised examples of the three kinds of events it may then
be possible to prove the following: (i) PPxy where x is an event of either
a sequenced event, or of a recursively embedding, or of a clustered event y
(x is embedded in the recursively embedding event y); (ii) Cxy where x and
y are two consecutive events of a sequenced event z (that is, (ii:A) PPxz ∧
PPxz, (ii:B) T Pxy and (ii:C) Uxy (of z)), (ii:D) while DCuv where (PPuz ∧
PPvz)∧ ∼ Cuv; (iii) Oxy may hold for x and y being part of a clustered event
z (that is, PPxz ∧ PPxz and Uxy (of z)). Etcetera.
Compositionality: Please note that we are not giving meaning to syntactic
designators whose meaning is that of events. We are confronted with the
issue of giving meaning, in some sense, to events. Simple such meanings are
concerned with concrete event analysis: did to events occur at the same time,
or in a given time period, or one before the other. For such analyses we refer
to [45, Lamport]. We can think of obtaining more elaborate meanings for
sequenced and recursively embedded events, but ﬁrst we would need to build
up a rather elaborate set of deﬁnitions, ﬁnd elaborate examples, etcetera, and
that would blow the size of this paper way out of proportion. So the best is
to say, and this also applies to clustered events, here is an interesting research
topic: to come up with compositionality interpretations for composite events !
8.5 Composite Behaviours
Mereology: Let {β1 , β2 , . . . , βn } be, for each case below, the suitable set
of (simple) behaviours. From the point of view of the mereology of the composition of behaviours, such as we have modelled behaviours, there are the
following composition operators:
•
•

(i) creating simple behaviours, βs :(fSimBeh|ifSimBeh), from suitable atomic
ones (a1 , a2 , . . . , am , e1 , e2 , . . . , en );
(ii) creating concurrent behaviours, βcon :CurBeh, from suitable simple behaviours;
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(iii) creating communicating behaviours, βcom :ComBeh, from a set of suitable simple behaviours;
(iv) creating consecutive behaviours, βseq :CnsBeh, from a set of suitable
simple behaviours;
(v) creating joined behaviours β:JoiBeh from a set of suitable simple behaviours; and
(vi) creating forked behaviours, β:FrkBeh, from a set of suitable simple
behaviours.

Given a speciﬁc composite behaviour is may then be possible to prove
•

•
•

′
′′
(i) For all distinct atomic behaviours βαǫ
and βαǫ
and for all sim′
′′
ple behaviours, βs , for which Pβαǫ βs ∧ Pβαǫ βs holds to prove that
′
′′
PPβαǫ
βs ∧ PPβαǫ
βs ; holds;
(ii) for a set, βs, of suitable simple behaviours to prove that PPβi mkConcurBeh(βs) holds for any βi in βs;
etcetera.

Compositionality: Behaviours are the meaning of domain descriptions, or
or requirements prescriptions or software programs that specify concurrency.
So the meaning functions that we might apply to behaviours would then
typically be those of analysing behaviours: comparing behaviours, say with
respect to eﬃciency, or to access to shared resources, or (say human) interface
response times. We leave it to the reader to continue this line of thought.

9 Galois Connections
In the following sections, we look at some rôles Galois connections may have
in relation to composition of entities. Galois connections is a fundamental
mathematical concept from order– and lattice theory. The reason for bringing
it up here is that it involves set–based composition of elements as well as
the composition of dual, order-decreasing functions. However, this is just the
reason why we considered Galois connections in the ﬁrst place. In fact we want
to argue that it is beneﬁcial to incorporate nontraditional modelling aspects
in order to get more insight; both in the discipline of domain engineering, and
in a current domain of discourse.
In the following, we shall (i) deﬁne the notion of Galois connections, (ii)
outline some of the diﬀerent uses of that concept, and (iii) consider the concept
in context of modelling composite entities (following the ontology presented
in this paper). The sections are driven by examples.
Example: Toasters and Their Designs. Let (d:D) be a design of a toaster
(t:T). From the design we may be able to produce a collection of different
toasters because the design does not specify everything, and due to the fact
that we could produce the “same” kind of toaster over and over again. Let
us look at a “time glimp” and let (ts:T-set) denote the set of such toasters
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obeying the design11 . If we impose that “sequentially” further designs are all
for the same toaster, then the number of toasters decreases12 because they all
need to satisfy the new designs too. Between the set of designs and the set of
toasters they denote, is a Galois connection
Example: Designs and Market Analysis. The designs are also the denotation of something. It could be the market analysis indicating the need for
certain toaster products — or more generally, for certain new kinds of kitchen
equipment. Between the market analysis and the designs also stands a Galois connection; hence there is also a Galois connection between the market
analysis and the toasters. The Galois connection (being an order–decreasing
pair of functions) ensures that we can only produce toasters which obeys the
designs, and that we can only design toasters which satisfy the needs outlined
in the market analysis
9.1 Definition
Definition 1. A Galois connection is a dual pair of mappings (F, G) between
two orderings (P, ⊑) and (Q, ⊑). Most often P and Q are ordered sets based
on set-inclusion (⊆) and this is also the version we shall use in this paper. In
order to avoid misinterpretation, we write ⊑ and not ≤ or ⊆ as seen in other
treatments of the subject. The mappings must be monotonically decreasing13 :
type
P, Q
value
F: P-set → Q-set
G: Q-set → P-set
axiom
∀ ps1 , ps2 :P-set, qs1 , qs2 :Q-set •
ps1 ⊑ ps2 ⇒ F ps2 ⊑ F ps1 ,
11

12

13

We shall — as common in modelling — assume a possible worlds semantics in
the sense that the collection of toasters are the toasters existing in one possible
world. Are there more produced or some destroyed, it is another possible world.
We shall not be further concerned with this, nor the many philosophical issues
that can be claimed. We refer to [62] and [2] which among many other issues take
up this discussion.
Actually, the number could stay the same but that would mean including identical
designs. In general, we shall not be that concerned with the equal-situation for
that same reason.
Note, that there are in fact two different definitions of Galois connections in the
literature: the monotone Galois connection and the antitone Galois connection.
We follow Ganter and Wille and assume the former [28].
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qs1 ⊑ qs2 ⇒ G qs2 ⊑ G qs1 ,
ps1 ⊑ G F ps1 ,
qs1 ⊑ F G qs1
The dual ordering of Galois connections is illustrated on Figure 2.

D

C
Ds′′
Cs

′

Ds′

Cs
Cs′′

Ds

F: C-set →
m D-set
G: D-set →
m C-set

Fig. 2. A Galois connection.

In [28, Ganter & Wille: FCA], the following Theorem is given on Galois connections:
Theorem 1 (Galois Connection14 ). For every binary relation R ⊆ M × N ,
a Galois connection (ϕR , ψR ) between M and N is deﬁned by
ϕR X := X R (= y ∈ N |xRy f or all x ∈ X)
ϕR Y := Y R (= x ∈ M |xRy f or all y ∈ Y ).
From the above, we see that all y must stand in the relation R to each x
in order for the connection to hold. However, R could mean “does not stand
in a relation to”. That would still yield a Galois connection but the domain
knowledge it expresses is diﬀerent. Let X be a collection of coﬀee cups and
let Y be a collection properties concerning form, colour, texture and material.
We may deﬁne R to be “coffee cup x has property y”. However, we could also
deﬁne it as “coffee cup x does not have property y. In both cases we would
have a Galois connection. However, the latter may be somewhat strange from
a classiﬁcation point of view.
The notion of Galois connections has served as foundation for a variety of
applications like order theory, the theory of dual lattices, and — in computer
science — semantics of programming languages and program analysis.
14

In [28] this is named Theorem 2.
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However, it has also been utilized in a number of conceptualization principles. These principles are not pure mathematical treatments, but utilize
Galois connections in speciﬁc domains. We shall look at three such areas in
the following.
9.2 Concept Formation in Formal Concept Analysis [FCA]
In the area of formal concept analysis [28, Ganter & Wille: FCA], the notion of
Galois connections is used as foundation for the lattice-oriented theory used for
concept formation. In FCA, concepts are deﬁned from a collection of objects
by looking at which objects have common properties. The approach includes
algorithms for automatic concept formation, given a collection of objects or a
collection of properties. The fact that we can choose either to form concepts
from objects (the extension of the concepts) or the properties (the intensions
of the concepts) shows the duality between objects and properties.
9.3 Classification of Railway Networks
In [42, 40, 41] Ingleby et al. use Galois connections in order to classify railway
networks. The approach is similar to the approach of concept formation in
FCA, but Ingleby understands the notion of properties in a broader sense: a
property of a route may be the segments involved in the route. Here Ingleby
understands routes and segments in a safety–security sense as his quest is to
cluster routes and segments such that the complexity of safety proof over the
railway network, is reduced. That is, the Galois connection is used for deﬁning
cluster segments (in FCA, corresponding to concepts) such that the number of
free variables are reduced when proving safety properties of software/hardware
for instance.
9.4 Relating Domain Concepts Intensionally
In [23, 24, Eir], we utilized the notion of Galois connections for relating domain
concepts intensionally. The domain concepts related were concepts that were
not bound under subsumption; i.e. they are not specialization/generalization
pairs.
Consider the domain concepts: Budgets and Project Plans. From a budget
we can observe the set of project plans that can be executed within the ﬁnancial restrictions of the budget. From a project plan we can observe the set of
budgets that designate the necessary ﬁgures for executing the project plan.
Generalizing this gives two interpretation functions: one from a set of budgets
to the set of project plans that are all executable within the restriction of
each budget in the set; and another from a set of project plans to the set of
budgets that all designate the necessary expenses for executing each project
plan.
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The pair of interpretation functions is a Galois connection. This approach
is utilized in order to suggest a modelling approach for relating domain concepts and placing their models (i.e. their abstractions) in conceptual structures. For the two concepts mentioned above, the conceptual structure maintains the systematics of concretising information from budgeting to project
planning.
9.5 Further Examples
We may easily produce other examples of domain concept pairs of which the
objects relate in some way. Consider the following examples:
Example: Bus Time Tables and Traffic. Let btt be some bus time table
(btt:(bln,busjs,nd)). To btt there corresponds a set of bus traffics, sobustrfs, on
the net. Express such bus traffic as (bustrf,n) where (bustrf,n)∈sobustrfs and
where bustrf is the time-varying function from buses to their positions on the
net, and nd is related to n in some way (one is a net description, the other is
“the” (or that) net). We furthermore stipulate that each bus traffic (bustrf,n)
“obeys” the timetable (bln,busjs,nd). To a set of timetables, sobustts, over
the same net there corresponds the union set of all those sets of bus traffics,
usosobustrfs, that “obey” all timetables in sobustts
We seek to understand the relationship between sobustts and usosobustrfs in
terms of the concept of Galois connections.
Example: Traffic and Buses – The Dual Case. We reverse the relation.
We start with a bus traffic (bustrf,nd) and can, by arguments similar to above,
postulate a set of bus timetables, sobustts (on the same net), such that each
bus timetable properly records the arrival and departure times of buses at bus
stops on that net. We can then “lift” this relation (((bustrf,nd)),sobustts) to a
relation from sets of bus traffics to the union set of sets of bus timetables
We seek to understand the relationship between sobustrfs and usosobustts in
terms of the concept of Galois connections.
The two examples above each deﬁne what we in 9.4 called interpretation
functions. They are interpretation functions in the sense that they — in the
domain — “interpret” the time table entities as traﬃc entities; and vice versa.
9.6 Generalisation
The element that these example have in common is that the values of one
concept characterize the values of the other concept — in some way.
This is similar to FCA where we have a Galois connection between values
and their common properties. However, in this case the properties are extrinsic
properties. The budget relates to a speciﬁc set of project plans because it
possesses the property of standing in a certain relation to these other values.
The property is extrinsic as the property is possessed assuming the existence
of other values; as opposed to intrinsic properties.
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In a sense it means that we break the traditional distinction between values
and properties as assumed in FCA. Furthermore, we utilize the same principles
as utilized in denotational semantics — namely that we can assign meaning
to values (e.g., a budget) and the meaning to composition of values (e.g.,
a set of budgets). The meaning of the composition is here more than the
meanings of the individual parts because the composition of budgets (the
budget set inclusion) implies a more narrow restriction of the set of executable
project plans. It is so because combining two budgets has inﬂuence on the
meaning in the sense that the meaning is the composition of the corresponding
project plans as well (satisfying the Galois functions of being “decreasing”).
Mereologically, what is added when composing a whole is actually the axioms
in the Galois connection.
However, we go a little further than denotational semantics of programming languages because we may consider any domain concept a subject for
deﬁning a Galois connection.
Another observation is that the notion of Galois connection is domain
neutral. The Galois connection is a general mathematical framework and hence
not what contributes to why two concepts relate intensionally.
9.7 Galois Connections and Ontology
In the ontology presented throughout this paper, we have exercised the importance of compositionality. I.e. we have deﬁned compositionality for each
of the four entity parametrisations made. In this sections, we shall look at
how these can be understood in the general, domain and ontology neutral
framework of Galois connections. When we say that Galois connections in
this sense are ontologically neutral it is not entirely true. Many ontologies
— especially in philosophy — concerns the existence of (say) mathematical
entities; hence also heavily touching (perhaps disturbing) the foundation on
which Galois connections are deﬁned. However, this is not our quest here.
When we consider Galois connections ontologically neutral it is in fact similar
to saying that they are neutral to the ontology of entities that we have suggested. Whether entities include mathematical entities or these is “outside”,
that is, is outside the scope of this paper. For further exploration, we refer to
[62].
If simple entities, events, behaviour and operations are all entities, it should
imply that we can make the same considerations involving such values in
Galois connections. We shall try to do so in the following, and we intend
in that context to outline the issues as we go along. The important thing
is, however, not whether Galois connections can be established, but whether
the Galois connection complies with the current intuition as the connection
between objects and their common properties does.
The traditional use of Galois connections — as ‘exercised order theory’
and as used by Ganter and Wille focuses on the properties that objects have
in common. However, we may turn this order upside-down such that we look
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at the total set of properties. This will be a Galois connection as well but
in the case of domains, it expresses a diﬀerent aspect. In some situations, it
is natural to consider the former — in other situations, we may prefer the
latter. This depends on how we perceive the domain and — perhaps also —
the purpose of our domain model; i.e. our perspective.
By the above we indicate that the study of Galois connections in the
context of domain engineering could be interesting because it has to do with
how we choose to perceive, abstract, model and formalize the domain. Hence,
what we present in the following may open up for such research areas for
further clariﬁcation. We are, however, not saying that these will be interesting
or that it does make sense to make distinctions like the one above. We just
say that this area deserves further exploration.
Let us in the following assume that Galois connections concern relations
between two ordered sets of entities and the essence that the entities in these
sets characterize each other. The issue is now that in some cases, characterization usually obeys the axioms of Galois; but in some situations it may
not.
Composite Entities
We have already seen a couple of examples of Galois connections between two
ordered sets of elements, where the ordering has been set-inclusion.
We assume the understanding of composite entities as presented in Sects. 4
and 8.2.
Example: Hospital Staff and Rostering (I). Doctors and nurses forming
surgery teams. From a team (possibly empty or singleton), we can observe
the collection of time slots where they are all available. If we include more
doctors and nurses, we will have a smaller set of time slots. And vice versa.
This is an important domain aspect when we are going to talk about planning
and staffing (either in domain descriptions and specifications, or in software
requirements). This is a Galois connection
Example: Hospital Staff and Rostering (II). Again consider doctors and
nurses forming surgery teams. From a team, we can observe the collection of
possible surgeries they may perform. If we include more doctors and nurses,
we increase the collection of surgeries. And vice versa
This is not a Galois connection, though interesting from a domain perspective
anyway.
Composite Operations
We assume the understanding of composite entities as presented in Sects. 5
and 8.3.
Example: Building Constructions and Parts. Consider a set of building
constructions: molding of foundations, mounting of bricks into walls, and establishing the roof, etc. Then consider the set of building parts involved in a
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construction. By building parts, we shall both understand the materials and
elements consumed by constructions, and the results of other constructions.
Thus, a building part can be a specific brick, a pre-cast concrete wall, the foundation, etc. That is, the building parts are those either created, mounted on,
changed in some way, or demolished. For each construction, we can observe
the building parts involved: consumed or produced. Building constructions
can be composite in the sense that one construction constructs the foundation and another construction mounts the walls on the foundation. The former
construction is a function from certain amounts of sand, stone, cement and
water, to a foundation (here we shall exclude the tools needed). The latter
construction is a function from a foundation, a collection of bricks, water,
cement and insulation, to the product consisting of foundation and walls. For
a construction — atomic or composite — we can observe the building parts
involved in all constructions. If we include more constructions in a composite
construction, the building parts involved in all constructions will decrease
The connection between composite constructions and building parts involved
is a Galois connection.
The connection is interesting when modelling the planning and scheduling
of construction works as a crucial element is that construction workers cannot
always work on the same building parts at the same time.
Example: Building Operations and Consumed Materials. Now consider the approach where for each building operation we observe the materials
needed. For a collection of operations, we can likewise observe the total quantity of materials needed. That is, the total amount of sand, stones, bricks;
the total quantity of beams, doors, windows of each type and measure; etc.
Including more building operation will increase the amount and quantity of
materials needed; simply because we then build more. Then we have a situation where the more operations we include, the more products. That is,
set-inclusion of operations implies an increase of the observed materials and
parts. The reason is that we here that each building operation contributes
with a result. Instead of considering the common materials as characterizing
the composite operation, we shall consider that the complete set of materials
involved characterize the composite operation
In a sense this is more natural as we then include all the aspects of the compositionality. However, in the present case, we do not have Galois connection
because including more operations in the composite, implies including more
materials and results. Hence, dual ordering is increasing; not decreasing.
Composite Events
We assume the understanding of composite entities as presented in Sects. 6
and 8.4.
Example: Traffic Accidents and Responsible Persons. Consider a traffic accident. This is an event and for the accident, we can observe the collection
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of persons involved and of these the persons bearing some kind of responsibility in the accident. Assume that we look at a collection of traffic accidents.
Here, we can observe the persons involved in all accidents and for these the
ones being responsible for the accidents. Including more traffic accidents will
reduce the number of persons involved in all accidents; hence, also the number
of persons being responsible in all accidents
The connection between sets of traﬃc accident events and the set of persons
being responsible, is a Galois connection.
The connection may be interesting when modelling the analysis of traﬃc
accident patterns and statistics which may inﬂuence the deﬁnition of insurance
premium.
Example: Traffic Accidents and Persons Involved. Now, consider traffic
accidents as events again. From a traffic accident, we can observe the insurance
policies of the involved persons. Likewise, from a collection of traffic accidents
(i.e. a composite event being a cluster of individual events), we can observe
the collection of persons involved in at least one of the accidents; that is,
the total collection of persons involved in one or more of the accidents. If we
include more accidents, the collection of persons involved will increase
This is not a Galois connection. Though the connection may be interesting
when modelling correlation between accidents.
We should also be able to construct examples for composite events being
sequential or embedded.
Composite Behaviours
We assume the understanding of composite entities as presented in Sects. 78.5.
Example: Meetings and Applicable Rooms. Consider a collection of
persons engaged in a meeting. We shall consider having a meeting a behaviour.
The meeting can be composite in the sense that we may join two or more
meetings held in the same time interval and involving the same persons. In
the present case we shall consider behaviour composition as communicating.
E.g. we may join department meetings for several company departments if the
topic of the meetings is common and should be shared. From a meeting, we can
observe the rooms applicable. We shall assume that a room is only applicable
if it can host the number of meeting participants, has the equipment necessary
for the meeting, etc. If we include more meeting behaviours in a composite
behaviour, the collection of rooms applicable will decrease
This is a Galois connection. The connection is interesting when planning collaborative work among meeting participants.
Example: Engineering Work and Skills. Consider a collection of engineers engaged in a project. We shall consider their work a behaviour which is
concurrent — perhaps also communicating to an extent. From each engineering behaviour we can observe the engineering skills utilized and practiced. If
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we include a collection of work behaviours as a composite behaviour, it implies
that we include more engineers and thus also more engineering skills
This is not a Galois connection; though interesting when modelling skills,
skills management, project communication and interaction, staﬃng, etc.
9.8 Galois Connections Concluded
So what went wrong in the cases where we did not have a Galois connection?
Or we could ask: what did we explore by looking at the domain through Galois
eyes? The examples examined above clearly shows that their are two diﬀerent
kinds of connections between entity compositions; hence, orderings.
•

•

The former yields a Galois connection. It does so because composite entities of the one ordering are all characterizing composite entities of the
other. Thereby, we believe to have outlined how Galois connections and
ordering theory in general plays an important rôle in compositionality of
entities.
The latter does not yield a Galois connection as it is an order-preserving
connection. In the examples examined we have seen a general pattern
composition of the one kind of entity, yields composition (actually just
set-inclusion) of the other kind of entity.

Both kinds of connections show that even though the connections (Galois
being order-reversing and the order-preserving) are ontologically and domain
neutral, they do express interesting domain intrinsics when it comes to compositionality. We suggest that the rôle, use and axioms/theorems of such ordering connections are explored further within the context of domain engineering.
Furthermore, we encourage exploring other such concepts and their ability of
promoting domain engineering as a discipline.

10 Conclusion
10.1 Ontology
Ontology plays an important rôle in studies of epistemology and phenomenology. In the time-honoured tradition of philosophical discourse philosophers
present proposals for one or another ontology, and discusses these while usually not settling deﬁnitively on any speciﬁc ontology; and many issues are
deliberately left open.15 In this paper we cannot aﬀord this “luxury”. Our
objective is to clarify notions of ontology in connection with the use of speciﬁc ways of informally and formally describing domains where the formal
description language is ﬁxed.
15

Such as whether properties of entities are themselves entities, etc.
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Many of the issues of domain modelling evolve close to issues of metaphysics. We ﬁnd [48, Michael J. Loux] Metaphysics, a contemporary introduction, [33, Pierre Grenon and Barry Smith] SNAP and SPAN: Towards
Dynamic Spatial Ontology, [63, Peter Simons] Parts: A Study in Ontology,
and [52, D. H. Mellor and Alex Oliver] Properties, relevant for a deeper study
of the meta-physical issues of the current essay.
10.2 Mereology
Mereology has been given a more concrete interpretation in this paper compared to the “standard” treatments in the (mostly philosophical) literature. It
seems that Douglass T. Ross [61] was among the ﬁrst computing scientists to
see the relevance of Leśniewski’s ideas [49, 66]. Too late for a study we found
[57, Chia-Yi Tony Pi]’s 287 page PhD (linguistics) thesis: Mereology in Event
Semantics. Perhaps it is worth a study.
10.3 Research Issues
The paper has touched upon many novel issues. Some are reasonably well
established, at least from a programming methodological point of view. Several
issues could beneﬁt from some deeper study. We mention three.
Compositionality: A precise study of how composite functions, events and
behaviours can be understood according to the principle of compositionality.
Mereology: A more precise presentation of a mereology axiom system for the
kind of simple entities, function entities, event entities and behaviour entities
outlined in Sects. 4–7.
Ontology: A more precise comparison of the “computability”–motivated ontology of this paper as compared with for example the ontological systems
mentioned in [48, Michael J. Loux], [33, Pierre Grenon and Barry Smith], [63,
Peter Simons] and [27, Chris Fox].
Galois Connections: A further study, going beyond that of [23, 24, Asger
Eir], of relations between compositionally and Galois connections. For that
study one should probably start with [37, Hoare and He].
•••
That we have not really studied the compositionality issue as listed above
is a major drawback of this paper but we needed to clarify ﬁrst the nature
of “compositeness” of events, functions and behaviours before taking up the
future study of their compositionality.
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11 Bibliographical Notes
[11, to appear] gives a concise overview of domain engineering; [12, to appear]
gives a “complete” example of domain and requirements engineering; and [10,
to appear] relates domain engineering, requirements engineering and software
design to software management. [9] presents a number of domain engineering
research challenges.
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A Two Axiom Systems for Mereology
A.1 From: Parts and Places [19]
A mereological system requires at least one primitive binary relation (dyadic
predicate). The most conventional choice for such a relation is Parthood (also
called ”inclusion”), “x is a part of y,” written:
Pxy
Nearly all systems require that Parthood partially order the universe. The
following deﬁned relations, required for the axioms below, follow immediately
from Parthood alone:
An immediate deﬁned predicate is “x is a proper part of y,” written PPxy,
which holds (i.e., is satisﬁed, comes out true) if Pxy is true and Pyx is false.
If Parthood is a partial order, ProperPart is a strict partial order:
PPxy ↔ (Pxy∧ ∼ Pxy)

(1)

An object lacking proper parts is an atom. The mereological universe consists
of all objects we wish to think about, and all of their proper parts:
Overlap: x and y overlap, written Oxy, if there exists an object z such
that Pzx and Pzy both hold.
Oxy ↔ ∃z[Pzx ∧ Pzy]

(2)

The parts of z, the “overlap” or “product” of x and y, are precisely those
objects that are parts of both x and y.
Underlap: x and y underlap, written Uxy, if there exists an object z such
that x and y are both parts of z.
Uxy ↔ ∃z[Pxz ∧ Pyz]

(3)

Overlap and Underlap are reﬂexive, symmetric, and intransitive.
Systems vary in what relations they take as primitive and as deﬁned. For
example, in extensional mereologies (deﬁned below), Parthood can be deﬁned
from Overlap as follows:
Pxy ↔ (Ozx → Ozy)

(4)

The Axioms
Parthood partially orders the universe:
M1, Reﬂexive: An object is a part of itself.
Pxx

(5)
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M2, Antisymmetric: If Pxy and Pyx both hold, then x and y are the same
object.
(Pxy ∧ Pyx) → x = y

(6)

M3, Transitive: If Pxy and Pyz, then Pxz.
(Pxy ∧ Pyz) → Pxz

(7)

M4, Weak Supplementation: If PPxy holds, there exists a z such that Pzy
holds but Ozx does not.
PPxy → ∃z[Pzy∧ ∼ Ozx]

(8)

M5, Strong Supplementation: Replace “PPxy holds” in M4 with “Pyx does
not hold.”
∼ Pyx → ∃z[Pzy∧ ∼ Ozx]

(9)

M5 , Atomistic Supplementation: If Pxy does not hold, then there exists an
atom z such that Pzx holds but Ozy does not.
′

∼ Pxy→∃z[Pzx ∧ ∼Ozy∧∼∃x[PPvz]]

(10)

Top: There exists a “universal object”, designated Ω, such that PxΩ holds
for any x.
∃Ω∀x[PxΩ]

(11)

Bottom: There exists an atomic “null object”, designated 0oid, such that
P0oid x holds for any x.
∃0oid ∀x[P0oid x]

(12)

M6, Sum: If Uxy holds, there exists a z, called the “sum” or “fusion” of x and
y, such that the parts of z are just those objects which are parts of either x
or y.
Uxy → ∃z∀v[Ovz ↔ (Ovx ∨ Ovy)]

(13)

M7, Product: If Oxy holds, there exists a z, called the ”product” of x and y,
such that the parts of z are just those objects which are parts of both x and
y.
Oxy → ∃z∀v[Pvz ↔ (Pvx ∧ Pvy)]

(14)

If Oxy does not hold, x and y have no parts in common, and the product of
x and y is deﬁned iﬀ Bottom holds.
M8, Unrestricted Fusion: Let φ(x) be a ﬁrst-order formula in which x is a free
variable. Then the fusion of all objects satisfying φ exists.
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∃xz[φ(x) → ∀y[Oyz ↔ (φ(x) ∧ Oyx)]]

(15)

M8′ , Unique Fusion: The fusions whose existence M8 asserts are also unique.
M9, Atomicity: All objects are either atoms or fusions of atoms.
∃yz[Pyx∧ ∼ PPzy]

(16)

A.2 From: A Calculus of Individuals Based on ‘Connection’ [20]
Taking Cxy as a rendering of x is connected to y we can introduce a deﬁnition
of DCxy (x is disconnected from y) and the standard mereologial deﬁnitions
of Pxy (x is a part of y), PPxy (x is a proper part of y), Oxy (x overlaps y),
and DRxy (x is discrete from y) as follows:
DCxy ≡ ∼ Cxy

(17)

Pxy ≡ (∀z)(Czx ⊃ Czy)
PPxy ≡ Pxy∧ ∼ Pyx

(18)
(19)

Oxy ≡ (∃z)(Pzx ∧ Pxy)
DRxy ≡ ∼ Oxy

(20)
(21)

oindent This distinction between Cxy and x, constitutes the virtue of this new
calculus. It gives us the power to deﬁne ECxy (x is externally connected to y),
T Pxy (x is a tangential part of y), and N T Pxy (x is a nontangential part of
y) as follows:
ECxy ≡ Cxy∧∼Cxy
T Pxy ≡ (∀z)(ECzx ∧ ECxy)
N T Pxy ≡ Pxy∧∼(∀z)(ECzx∧ECxy)

(22)
(23)
(24)

Our axiomatization requires only two axioms: a mereological axiom,
(∀x)[Cxx ∧ (∀y)Cxy ⊃ Cyx)

(25)

and an axiom involving identity, analogous to the axiom of extension in set
theory,
(∀x)(∀y)[(∀z)(Czx = Czy) ⊃ x = y].

(26)
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B Laudatio
Willem-Paul, how am I, a lowly, modest ’software engineering’ researcher, to
formulate an appropriate Laudatio, to You, a towering, vocal computer scientist? Our interests are far and wide apart: You delve deeply and successfully
into computer science: the study of the “things” that can exist inside computers, I delve into computing science: the study of how to construct those
“things”. Thanks for Your always vigilant, shameless observance of precision,
conciseness, Etcetera.
Yet our roads have crossed; many time. And all of these encounters have
been delightful. Despite Your throwing of rotten apples, despite Your swinging
of mighty swords and despite Your utterings of foul condemnations16 . Never
boring. Sometimes a bit lofty, dispensing, with absolute authority, “wise-man”
advice to, well, a bit more experienced people. But a conference without
Willem-Paul is not as fun as one with him — and when she’s there, and
we can’t stand Your antics, we can always enjoy Corinne ...

16

The story of the six issues that any conference session chairman should observe
was inspired by a WPdR incident at the 1986 IFIP World Computer Congress in
Dublin, Ireland:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduce the speaker on time;
“terminate” the speaker on time;
ensure that questions are asked;
and that questions are answered;
protect the audience from abuse from the speaker;
and protect the speaker from abuse from the audience.

The last two “rules” are also referred to a “Lex de Roever”.

